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PRESIDENT'S CORNER Mario Wiedenmeier

STAMPEX 91 in Toronto, Canada was a great success . Exhibits were of high quality and
greatly appreciated by our host . Ed Walton and his wife did a superb job to get the show
on the road . I would like to express my sincere Thank You to him and his wife for their
hospitality.

For me it was a valuable experience since i participated as "observer" to assist Dr . Robert
Chaplin, an AHPS member Canada, to review the Swiss exhibits . This gave me a chance
to look behind the scenes to find out how judging works and to get a feel of the total
philatelic knowledge, which was not bad at all . Also of value was listen in afterwards to the
critique.

The winners were :
STAMPEX

	

AHPS

Ralph Soderberg

	

Gold +
William Lucas

	

Gold

	

Gold-Grand award
Ed Walton

	

Vermilion +

	

Silver
Harlan F . Stone

	

Silver

	

Bronze
Richard Barton

	

Silver
James Anderson

	

Silver - Bronze
Kenneth Edle

	

Bronze
Robert Zeigler

	

Bronze
Charles LaBlonde

	

Bronze

Congratulations to all of you!

In Toronto, my wife and I boarded a train for Montreal, where our son picked us up and
drove us to his home in Burlington, Vermont . While there we had the pleasure of meeting
Ruth and Ben Henson who invited us to a lovely dinner at their home . Ben seems to be the
sole Swiss collector in Vermont, but both he and his wife are very active in the Vermont
Philatelic Society which is very active in postal history.

As a non-volunteer editor, I got a lot of good information from Ruth, who is editor of the
Vermont group . Her journal looks even better than our Tell, certainly a goal to strive
towards . She "employs" four feature writers and had already prepared material for the next
several issues . Thank you very much, Ruth and Ben.

Talking about editors . . . The guy in Toronto I was hoping to lure into this job has declined.
To maintain stability in AHPS, I will take on the editorship for the duration of my presidency.
I will, however, try to get some writers for Tell to help me succeed . We still have no Vice
Presidential candidate but at least some very good news : I have the pleasure to announce
that David E . Durham, Pastor #7 Allenhurst Road, Buffalo, NY 14214-1200, phone (716)
833-6504, has taken on the job as Regional Director for the Eastern Region . He has already
created some excellent publicity for us at a luncheon where the main speaker and guest
was the Swiss Consulate General of New York City, Hans Peter Erismann . David indicates
in his letter to me that "no one knew about AHPS ; all know about it now ."

It was established that ROMPEX in Denver in 1993 should be the future National Exhibit
site for AHPS . Convention coordinator for AHPS will be Dick Barton, 2800 Crestview,
Loveland, Colorado 80538, who will need all the help he can get .
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AHPS AT WORLD COLUMBIAN EXPO

May 22-31, 1992- Chicago
by Charles J . LaBlonde

As many of you already know, the next world-
class stamp show in the United States will be
held 22-31 May 1992 in Chicago. The show
organizers have reserved 100 frames for stamp
society exhibits, at no charge to the societies.
This was last done at World Stamp Expo '89.

the first 100 societies volunteering an exhibit will get a 16 page frame.
I have requested an AHPS frame.

The first page should be an introduction to Swiss philately in general . And
the last page is reserved for society publicity . On the other 14 pages we
can show anything we desire, with the stipulation that whatever we show
should be available to the average collector . The object is to interest new
collectors, not to showcase great rarities.

Since we showed Swiss stamps at WSE '89, l propose to focus this exhibit
on Swiss cancels . I would like to get 14 volunteers, one for each page we
need to make up . For openers I propose the following 14 categories for
our pages (suggestions for other categories welcome):

-Pre-Stamp

	

-First Federal Grills
-Regular circular cancels (2 Pages)

	

-Air Post Cancels
-Machine Cancels

	

-K Cancels
-Auto PO Cancels

	

-Special Event Cancel
-Emergency Cancels -First Day Cancels
-Military Cancels (On Soldier Stamps) -RR/Ambulant Cancels
-RR Station Cancels

If you are interested in this cooperative AHPS project, please call me at
(617) 271-0258 between 7 AM and 5 PM or write as soon as possible.

Note that there is not as much time as one might think . Our exhibit is due
to the show organizers by 31 January 1992 . Also note that whatever you
submit for the exhibit will be out of your hands for nearly 6 months.

Later there will be more information about a possible regional AHPS
meeting at the show. Stay tuned for details.
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FALSE OVERPRINTS OF LEAGUE OF NATIONS
AND INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE STAMPS

OF SWITZERLAND

Felix Ganz

	

from the American Philatelist August 1983

Between 1922 and 1943 the Swiss postal administration overprinted, for
exclusive use on official mail of the League of Nations headquarters in
Geneva, and for the general offices of the International Labour office (also
in Geneva, Switzerland), regular Swiss postage stamps with black three-
or four-line texts reading either "SOCIETE/DES/NATIONS" or
"S.d .N./Bureau/international/de Travail.

Figure 1 . Each of these four stamps has an authentic quarter-cancel of a CTO GENÈVE 10
(or 1) SdN postmark .
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With these overprints exist sixty-six basic stamps for the SdN, plus
twenty on grilled gum paper, plus one redrawn issue, or eighty-seven total.
During the same period the ILO received fifty-eight different basic stamps,
plus one redrawn type, plus seventeen of these also on grilled-gum paper,
or a total of seventy-six .

By contractual obligation
these two international
agencies were not allowed to
sell or give away mint stamps
with these overprints; and
collectors could avail
themselves only of
canceled stamps until February
1, 1944, at which date
remainder stocks were made
available to collectors in both
mint and canceled form.

Surprisingly, most
collectors prefer CTO stamps,
because those genuinely used
generally feature smeary or

heavy postmarks . Swiss catalogues (and dealers) give generous discounts
for genuinely used copies!

Mint copies - at very hefty prices -
nevertheless exist : some having
originated from the unmarked
specimens sent to all members of the
UPU (later issues received a
"SPECIMEN" overprint to try to control
the "leakage" from archival copies into
the philatelic market) ; and some
simply having been filched by

Figure 3.

Three regularly

canceled

(normally used)

stamps, with all cancels reading, in part, "GENÈVE" or "SOCIÉTE DES NATIONS."

Figure 2. Authentic canceled-to-order ILO
stamp.
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employees of these organizations - a practice referred to as "inventory
shrinkage"

Figure 4 . Authentic (correct date) "LU
GANO" usage .

Interestingly, however, false
overprints for both
organizations' stamps are
found practically always on
used stamps, and for very
good reasons. Regularly
used . common Swiss stamps
are a penny a dozen, and
since according to many
philatelic experts it is
supposedly impossible to tell
whether a stamp had the
cancellation or the overprint
applied first (if both are in
black color), the life of a
falsifier was made that much

easier.
Fortunately for the collector, however, the fakers - even those producing

reasonably decent copies of the original overprint legends - neglected to
observe one important detail : that of the names of the towns on their
canceled stamps ready to receive the fake overprints.

SdN and ILO stamps were to be used only in Geneva (exceptions for
short-duration SdN Congresses in Lugano and Locarno do not change
much in this basic rule of caution, nor do possible other exceptions of
occasional use of one of these stamps from the post office closest to the
living quarters of a high SdN official) . Therefore any town postmark other
than "GENEVE" on these overprinted stamps already makes the respective
stamp ninety-nine percent suspect.

Postmarks used for canceling SdN and ILO stamps read as follows:

Circular Date Strikes:
(Hand Strikes)

GENEVE 1 EXP .LETTR . (or :LETTRES)
GENEVE 1 CONS. (or:CONSIG) LETT(RES)
GENEVE 1 DEPOT LETT. (or LETTRES)
GENEVE (1) DEPOT COLIS
GENEVE 1 CONS.MESS. (or MESS .CONS .)
GENEVE 2 GARE CORNAVIN
GENEVE 2 TRANSIT
GENEVE OFFICE, DES AMBULANTS
GENEVE 1 SOCIETE DES NATIONS (mostly CTO)
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GENEVE 1 SOCIETE DES NATIONS (mostly
CTO),
GENEVE 10 SOCIETE DES NATIONS
GENEVE SPECIAL (or "special")
GENEVE 10 NATIONS UNIES (very late dates)
GENEVE CONFERENCE INTERNAT . DU
TRAVAIL
AMBULANT (or BAHNPOST/AMBULANT) (very
rare)
GENEVE ASSEMBLEE DE LA SOCIETE DES
NATIONS

GENEVE Conférence generale du
Désarmement
LUGANO 1 or LUGANO 1 LETTERE (only December 10-15, 1928 ; rare)
LOCARNO (only October 5-18, 1925; rare)

(Roller cancel: with this marking the value of a stamp is reduced by about
seventy-five percent)

Figure 5 . SdN fakes of various types: wrong town cancels; spindly, squashed, too narrow,
too wide over-prints . . . even a double.
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GENEVE 1 EXP. LETT.

Rectangular, so-called "emergency"
cancels:

SOC., DES NATIONS
GENEVE S.D.N. (or S-D-N: or S..D.N.)

Machine Cancellations:

GENEVE 1 EXP.LETT.(or EXP. LETTR.) in
a variety of date crowns and with a variety
of slogans, all of which must be in French.

Figure 6 . BIT/ILO fake overprints of various types.

A collector who comes across any other town name, or (in the lower
half of the postmark used) upon any text in German or Italian language,
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must assume, even before checking the overprint for genuineness, that the
stamp is fraudulent in some respect.

Most of the false "SdN" and "BIT" overprints are pretty easy to detect,

once one owns a few genuine ones . They either are too glossy or too dull
black in comparison with the genuine ones, or their size is simply wrong.
The spacing between the three or four lines also is wrong, as a number of
seen examples will quickly prove to the initiated collector.

Probably all of the values overprinted for these two world organizations
exist with false overprints, from the lowly 2 1/2 centime to the expensive
10-franc stamp, and from the first issue to the very last one.

Starting in 1944 service stamps for both organizations received a new
overprint including the words "COURRIER DE LA (SdN)" or "COURRIER DU
(BIT) ." These, to date, are not known with false overprints, but just give the
fakers time, especially since something like one sheet each of grilled-gum
paper "Courrier SDN" stamps (genuine) were discovered in 1966, in part
mint and in part canceled-to-order . As these items command prices of
about $1,500 per copy, someone just might have unwholesome thoughts
on creating a new batch of falsies!

For about ten years (1965-1975) a steady stream of these fakes seemed
to originate from Canada, but no one was able to detect the source . They
are very frequently found in world albums offered as job lots at auctions
but, sad to say, they can be encountered anywhere . And dealers, when
advised of the non-authenticity of their offerings, very rarely rip these
pieces out of their stock-books and burn them (or mark them "FALSE" in
indelible ink on their front or back), which is extremely unfortunate because
newer or beginner collectors will continue to fall for such falsifications, and
that should be stopped.
Recognition Factors for False SDN or OIT Overprints
1. Town cancellation not reading "GENEVE" (or perhaps "LUGANO" or
"LOCARNO").
2. Machine slogans in Italian or German language (impossible!).
3. Illegible strikes.
4. Circular date stamp with lower-segment text in German or Italian
language.
5. Type font used too large or too small ; too spindly or too fat.
6. (BIT items only) : No dot after "N" of "SdN" : the most frequent fake.
7. Diacritical slashes (acute accent marks) connected with letter "e"
(originals are clean and do not touch since they were produced from
wiped steel plates).
8. Broken letters in various locations (broken letters on originals might
occur, but they look totally different).
9. Wrong black color (not visible in illustrations in this article).
10. Missing serifs.
11. Double overprints - the most fanciful of all fakes!
12. Wrong spacing between lines.
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FORGED SWISS MATERIAL

Fred R . Lesser

	

from The American Philatelist February 1984

Swiss stamps have been forged beginning with Switzerland's first Zurich
"4" right through to 1862, the introduction of perforated stamps.

A very vicious forgery came to light only recently (published in Schweizer
Briefmarkenzeitung) and involved the 1849/1850 so-called "WAADT"
(canton of Geneva) stamp, which was first issued as a 4-centime stamp
and was re-issued four months later as a 5-centime . The market value
differential is about a factor of fifteen in favor of the first, 4-centime stamp.

Shown in
Figure 1 is an
attempt to
forge an
original 5-
centime back
into a 4-
centime . The
upper "4" is
the forgery.

In Figure 2 is
an example
of the most
prominent
Swiss stamp
overprint
forgery: the
Swiss Air
Force insignia
by Kull on
Switzerland's
first 50-
centime air
mail stamp.

The Kull
forgery is of a
brighter red
color as
compared
with the

Figure 1, Top is forgery; bottom is actual 4-centime.

Figure 2 . Complete "real" propeller, with closeup at left of true over-
print, and fake at right .
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carmine red
dye used by
the Swiss
P o s t a l
Administratio
n. Also, the
K u l l
propeller's
overall length
exceeds by
one millimeter
the 14 mm of
the genuine
overprint.

An attempt to
forge the
insignia
overprint on
t h e 3 0 - Figure 3. True overprint is at top; bottom four all are forgeries.
centime
Swiss air mail stamp also has been recorded . While this particular forgery
kept to the correct measurements of the original overprint, here again the
forger employed a brighter colored dye. The forged overprint is also
fainter than the original.

Examples of the best-known
forged overprints of League of
Nations (SDN) and
International Labour Office
(BIT) on Swiss stamps are in
Figures 3 and 4 . Note: These
forgeries all were made on
genuine Swiss issues, but not
SDN- or BIT-canceled stamps.

Forged overprints of other
League of Nations agencies
are not recorded .

Figure 4. Genuine overprint at top with pair
offorgeries beneath.
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BAD FIDERIS AND ITS POSTMARKS

Francis Bloch

	

Translated by Charles J . LaBlonde from BBZ 7/8 88

How many spas in Switzerland had their
own post office and postmarks before the
first official Swiss stamps were issued in
1850?

Figure 1	 Figure 2

I can think of only 5 : Albisbrunn (ZH), Bad Fideris (GR), Gurnigel (BE),
Peers Bad (SG) and Schinznach Bad (AG) . Today only the last spa is still
operating but the post office is located in the city of the same name.

Fideris Spa lies in a gorge
of the Arieschbach, nearly
1100 meters high, about 3
1/2 kilometers from Fideris
town. It's iron containing
waters have been famous
since the middle ages,
when it was called
"Badbrünnlin" . As a result,
many buildings were
erected at the spa, some
of which were frequently ruined by earth-slides and high water . The waters
were supposed to be helpful for stomach and kidney problems. According
to Hans Simmen of Fideris, author of much Fideris history, many famous
people came to the spa, including Jürg Jenatsch, Conrad Gessner and
Stefan George .

The spa eventually had a
group of two main
buildings, chapel, drinking
hall, bakery, laundry and
more. But there was no
luxury, relative to other
spas. The main, "factory-
like" buildings had 150
beds according to
Baedekers Travel Guide in
1937. Bad Fideris closed

in 1939 and the buildings were razed in 1945, ending another piece of
history .

Figure 3

Figure 4
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Figure 5

Bad Fideris had early
postal service which led
to many pre-stamp letters.
In his handbook, Winkler
notes two Bad Fideris
postmarks : Figure 1 - A
two-line Bad Fideris in
elsevier text from 1842.
Figure 2 - A one-line Bad
Fideris in blue Gothic text
from 1847. Not cataloged
is a further postmark in
blue Gothic text,
discovered on an 1845 letter addressed to Chur. This one has the correct
spelling (Figure 3) . The reverse of the letter shows a transit mark of
Oberzollbruck (near Landquart).

There follows a "hole", a period of about 50 years, until the PTT opened a
Bad Fideris post office in 1890 . Figure 4 shows the postmark of this office,
open only in the summer . The post office was open until 1939 . Figure 5
shows Fideris Bad from an old postcard.

POSTAL RATES AND POSTAL RATE MARKINGS
OF POSTAL DISTRICT I GENEVA FROM
1 OCTOBER 1849 TO 31 DECEMBER 1851

Herbert Getzlaff

	

Translated by Charles LeBlonde

1 October 1849 is a noteworthy date in Swiss history because on that day,
after years of negotiation, the Swiss Federal Postal Service came into
being . Those familiar with the complex system of cantonal postal systems
in Switzerland will know how much a central postal administration meant
for the Swiss.

A number of good points were contained in the 1849 law . ln place of the
separate cantonal postal administrations 11 postal districts were founded,
and the weight of a basic letter was set at 1/2 lot (7 .5 grams) . A single
postage rate for letters was not established as in England and France, but
one had instead four zones for letter-post based upon distance : up to 10
hours, up to 25 hours, up to 40 hours and over 40 hours where 1 hour =
1 mile = 4.8 kilometers . But most important was the establishment of a
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unified rate system based upon a decimal currency . Letter rates (lowest
weight) were 5 rappen in zone I, 10 rappen in zone II, 15 rappen in zone
Ill and 20 rappen in zone IV . This system, which later proved to be very
convenient, existed in the beginning only on paper . in 1849 there were 25
different currency laws in Switzerland and 860 different coins in circulation.
Only after the currency law of 7 May 1850 did the situation become clearer.
There remained however some confusion until 1 January 1852 when a
unified currency finally became a reality.

Geneva had always had an exemplary postal system and, within the
framework of the new Federal Post, she began to exert her influence . After
entry into the Swiss Confederation in 1815 Geneva retained the French
currency and now it was necessary to establish exchange rates between
that system and the areas using kreuzer . Two kreuzer made 5 rappen and
in Geneva this amount was 7.15 centimes . For simplification 7 .15 was
rounded to 7,14 .15(1 for the 10 rappen rate to 14, 21 .45 centimes to 21
while the 28 .60 centimes for 20 rappen was raised to 30 centimes.(2 This
system was not perfect as shown by the subsequent currency laws before
the end of 1851.

This information allows us to easily interpret the illustrated covers . Geneva
had long experience with tax marks, beginning with the introduction of
decimal currency in 1833 . Thus Geneva was ready with postage due
marks when the Federal Post began and the use of these marks gives a
good picture of postal rate and currency developments.

(1 This is a misprint in the SBZ article ; it obviously should be 14.30.
( 2 Other writers including Winkler dispute this. See SBZ 10/72.

1 . Letter from Rolle
(Rayon I), 5
rappen, converted
to 7 centimes in
Geneva,
20 .12 .1849 .

U.N. STAMP EXPO 91

STATE COLLEGE, PA OCTOBER 24-25, 1991
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2. Letter from
Vevey 29 .12 .1849
(Rayon II), 10
rappen, taxed in
Geneva with 14
centimes. Hand-
written 4 kreuzer of
Canton Vaud.

Also in local postal
activity was
Geneva more
advanced than
other cantons.
Geneva took
immediate advantage of the section in the law allowing large cities to set up a local post
at a 2 1/2 rappen rate; she issued already in October 1849 a local postage stamp of 4
centimes, the so called Vaud 4 . This stamp was the first local postage stamp of the Swiss
PO. For unfranked letters the situation was a little different . They were not allowed to be
charged at the reduced rate for local post and thus cost 5 rappen or 7 centimes.

3. Letter from
F r e i b u r g
21 .12 .1849 (Rayon
III), 15 rappen,
taxed in Geneva
with 21 centimes.
Handwritten 6
kreuzers from
Freiburg.

4. Local Geneva
letter of 7 .11 .1849,
7 centimes.
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5 . Local letter of
Geneva, 15 .12.
1849, 7 centimes.

Because the
exchange rate
of 1 .10 .1849
was a losing
business and,
since the very
high postage
for unfranked
local

	

letters
was undermining local correspondence, a new set of exchange rates was
agreed upon as of 29 .12.1849 . From the beginning of January 1850
5rp=5cts, 10rp= 15cts, 15rp-25cts and 30cts was still equivalent to 20rp.

6. Letter from 17
January 1850,
Geneva to Rives
(Isere), France.
Error, taxed at first
with the 5cts local
rate, then changed
at the border to 3
decimes.

7. City letter, 16
March 1850, in
Geneva, 5cts.
Refused because
of the amount due,
which was crossed
out when the
official seal was
added .
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8. Letter from
Vevey, 7 January
1859, Rayon 2,
10rp=15cts in
Geneva.
Handwritten 4
kreuzer from
Vevey .

	

Ten
rappen was
converted to 15cts
in Geneva after
January 1850.

9. Letter, 13
January 1850,
from Rougemont.
Rayon 3, 15p ,
taxed in Geneva
with 25cts.
Because of the
new exchange
rates the letter was
first taxedat 5cts;
this was stamped
over with the 25cts
and the 25cts was
also stamped
above.

10. Letter, 10 May
1851, from
Strassbourg.

France ; mistakenly
taxed in Basel as a
domestic letter, 8

kreuzer= 20rp.

Taxed at 30cts in
Geneva.

The Vaud district
of Nyon was given
to Postal District I
Geneva on l
October . The
question then
becomes one of
determining
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whether Nyon had its own tax marks from the beginning of its association with Geneva.

11. Letter, 8
November 1849,
from Nyon to
Geneva, Rayon I,
5rp=7cts in
Geneva.
Handwritten 2
kreuzer from Nyon.

This interesting
letter shows that it
was taxed at origin
with 2kreuzer and
then received the
7cts mark in
Geneva . If Nyon
had its own 7cts
device it would
have been a
different situation.

12. Letter from
Rolle (Canton
Vaud) to
Geneva, 23
October 1851.
RayonI
(32km), 5rp,
taxed in
Geneva at 8
centimes.
Handwritten 2
kreuzer from
Rolle. Even
though lightly
applied one
can distinguish
the thin form of
the 8ct mark,
which is
different from
the one used in
Nyon.

12a .

	

Letter
from Geneva to
Coppet (Canton Vaud), 20 October 1851 . Rayon I, 5rp, shown in Geneva
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by the 8cts mark, which is the small form 20x22 and applied in black.
Handwritten 2 (kreuzer) from Coppet.

Perhaps to pressure the other cantons, Geneva began to use the new
money already on 1 October 1851 . This necessitated another change in
exchange rates . Five rappen was again set at 7 .15 centimes and this was
rounded off to 8 centimes . Nyon, a part of Postal District l, adopted the
same system at that time.

12b . Letter from
Coppet (Canton
Vaud) to Geneva,
8 November 1851.
Rayon l, 5 rp,
taxed in Geneva
with the 8ct mark.
Large type 8ct
mark, applied in
red, size 26x27.

These 8 centime marks from Geneva and Nyon are only found from 1 October to 31
December 1851 . Since regular stamps were already in use from 1 October 1850, the 8ct
marks should be much rarer than the 7ct marks in use from 1 October 1849 to the start of
January 1850 . At the same time as the issue of the new money in Geneva a similar tax
mark appeared in Nyon for the first time.

13. Letter from
Nyon (Canton
Vaud) to Au Muids,
16 October 1851.
Rayon I, 5rp, in
Nyon, which as of
1 October 1849
belonged to Postal
District I . Taxed
with 8 centime
mark.
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14 . Letter from
Morges (Canton
Vaud) via Nyon to

November 1851.
Rayon I, 5rp, taxed
in Nyon with 8cts.
Handwritten 2
kreuzer from
Morges.

At the beginning of December 1851 the federal stamps of 5 and 10 rappen were withdrawn
in District 1 . Although Geneva already had a 15ct mark, a similar marking device was made
for Nyon for the first time; like the 8ct device it was fatter than the Geneva one and was
applied in red-brown.

15. Letter from
Concise (Canton
Vaud) to Nyon, 19
December 1851.
Rayon 2 (over 25
miles), 10 rappen,
taxed in Nyon with
the 15ct mark.
Postmark error:
Number 19 in
place of the year.

16. Letter from
Basel toChene,8
December 1851.
Rayon 4 (over 40
miles), 20rp, taxed
in Geneva with
30cts.

Handwritten 8
kreuzer from
Basel .
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Despite 3 changes in exchange rates the 30cts mark retained its meaning.
The 8cts mark from Rolle to Geneva, 23 .10.1851, is identical to the one
from Coppet to Geneva, 8 .11 .1851 . The small type 8cts went from Geneva
to Coppet on 20 October 1851 . Since the two examples of large 8cts were
used on incoming mail and the small 8cts was used on outgoing mail, one
can conclude that 2 devices were used . in Geneva . This area required
more work.

The Franco-Swiss postal treaty of December 1849 was signed on 25
November 1849, ratified on 30 April 1850 and in force from 1 July 1850;
but Geneva began already on 1 October 1849 to use the rates from this
treaty in the collection of money from letter recipients.

17. Letter from
Montpellier,
France, to Geneva.
Taxed with 15cts
and 35cts. The
postal clerk may
have confused
Montpellier with
Montbeliard in the
border zone and
marked the letter
for 15cts, His
superiors then
added the 35cts
for Montpellier and
the rest of France.
First day of use for
the 15ct and 35ct
marks.

18 . Letter from Les
Rousses, France,
border zone, to
Geneva, 13
November 1849.
Taxed with the
15ct mark.
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19. Letter from Les
Rousses, France,
border zone, to
Geneva, 1 July
1850. First day
cover, marked with
the 35cts mark . ln
France the letter
rate was raised to
20cts on 1 July
1850 and, added
to this, was a
premium of 5cts
for unfranked
letters. At this
time the border
zone letter rate
went from 15 to 25
centimes. This
letter was taxed in
error at 35cts.

20. Letter from
Clerval!, France
(not border zone)
to Geneva, 20
October 1850.
Taxed with the
35cts mark.

21. Letter from
Albertville, Sardinia
(border zone) to
Geneva, 3
September 1850.
Taxed at 20cts in
Geneva . Because
of forwarding,
another2decimes
was added . This
letter was taxed for
20cts in Geneva
and then at the
border exchange
office in Geneva
taxed again 2
decimes for the
forwarding to Gex,
Savoy, border zone.

Based upon a treaty between Geneva and the Kingdom of Sardinia, the letter rate for the
border zone was to be 20cts and 40cts for other areas. The same conditions were found
in the Switzerland/Sardinia treaty of 20 December 1850 . Letters which had to be forwarded
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to the recipient at a new address were to be newly taxed.

22. Letter from
Bonneville,
Sardinia (border
zone) to Geneva,
11 April 1851.
Taxed for 20cts in
Geneva.

23. Letter from
Milan, Lombardy,
to Geneva, 14
December 1851.
Taxed for 60cts in
Geneva . This rate
was a result of the
Switzerland-Austria
treaty of 2 August
1849 which fixed
the Milan-Geneva
rate at 12 kreuzer
s t a n d a r d
coinage 40
rappen which was
converted to 60cts
in Geneva . The
transit costs of
letters through
Sardinia were split
between Geneva
and Austria.

With the currency reform of 1 January 1852 new tax marks appeared in Geneva and also
in Nyon, Carouge, Chene and Versoix.

EDITOR'S COMMENT Mario Wiedenmeier

I could use write-ups of any size by October to appear in Tell . If you
have a computer you could send me a "floppy disk' with the information
on it. I am using Word Perfect 5 .1 but can translate just about any word-
processing format . Page size 4.5" by 7.5" or use margin setting for 8 .5" by
11" page, line 2" right 2" left and page setting 1 .75" top and 1 .70" bottom.
I accept of course handwritten or typed material also . Illustrations should
be crisp "xerox'' copies, photos or, if not of high value, originals.
Remember to minify somewhat if you use envelopes for illustrations to fit
within 4.5" width or less.
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Members' Mini-Ads
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AMERICAN SWISS COLLECTORS IN CANADA
Ed Walton

The American Helvetia Philatelic Society on its 53rd anniversary held the
first of it's Biennial meetings in the City of Toronto (Canada) on June 14-16,
1991 . The event was enjoyed by 26 registered members, of which 14
made the trip from various parts of the United States, participating in a
major stamp show and bourse.

The Biennial meeting was held at the Sheraton Hotel in Downtown
Toronto, in conjunction with STAMPEX, which is an annual 'National' level
stamp show and bourse for Toronto . A.H.P.S. had been invited to take
part in the Show, which it did in a most significant way . Of a total of 30
exhibits (including 8 Junior) nine exhibits were submitted by A .H.P .S.
Members, who filled 57 of the 138 Senior frames.

As a result of the efforts of A .H.P .S. Members, there was a beautiful
display of Swiss stamps and other philatelic material that created much
interest and many nice comments among the visitors to the show . This
feeling was echoed by the Jury, in whose opinion the exhibits of Swiss
philately were at a very challenging level and were suitably rewarded.

The awards of the Jury were as follows : GOLD : Ralph Soderberg, The
Standing Helvetia, 1882-1907, also designated 'Best in the Show' ; William
R . Lucas, The Strube! Issue 1854-1862 ; VERMEIL : Ed. C. Walton, The
Imperforate Strube! Issue 1854-1862 ; SILVER: Richard H . Barton, William
Tell 1914-1933 ; Harlan F. Stone, Stamp Imprinted Envelopes;
SILVER/BRONZE: James Anderson, Railroad Post Office Markings 1858-
1900; BRONZE: Robert G . Zeigler, Censorship & More : Swiss Mail of the
WW II Period ; R . Ken Eadie, Soldier Stamps of WW I ; Charles J. LaBlonde,
Machine Cancels . The Society's own awards were determined, based on
the awards of the Jury (and recognizing that the Grand Award can be
given only once, for any one exhibit, under the current rules) and they
were as follows:

Grand Award with Gold Medal : William R . Lucas, The Strubel Issue 1854-
1862; SILVER : Ed . . C . Walton, The Imperforate Strubel Issue 1854-1862;
BRONZE : Harlan F . Stone, Stamp Imprinted Envelopes . On the Saturday
evening the Society dinner took place, in the locally famous Guild Inn, with
20 members and guests including Society President Mario Wiedenmeier
accompanied by his wife . The Society was honored also by the presence
of Michael Madesker, President of The Royal Philatelic Society of Canada,
under whose auspices the STAMPEX exhibition took place . The occasion
was also used to announce the awards and give them to the recipients in
attendance.

During Saturday several illustrated talks, on subjects related to stamps
and Switzerland, were given by A .H .P .S. Members to, for the most part,
other members, although the public had been invited . These talks were
most interesting and one about the Gotthard Post had a recorded
commentary by the late Felix Ganz, which was very poignant . A short
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business meeting was conducted by Pres . Mario Wiedenmeier, touching
on a number of subjects that concern the future health of the Society . One
matter in particular, the future publication of our journal 'TELL,' is quite
disturbing. The source of material for publication is, of course, the
members themselves and without contributions from the members, we
won't have a publication. Along a similar vein, is the urgent need to find
and appoint an Editor for the journal : TELL is the voice of the American
Helvetia Philatelic Society, but it does need an Editor, to make that voice
heard.

Following the traditional Swap Session, among several A .H .P .S.
Members, it became time to start packing for the trip back home and to
close the show. The Customs Inspector satisfied himself, that the exhibits
returning to the U.S.A. were the same as they were then they came in, and
cleared them (this due to the new Canadian 'Goods and Services Tax').
As it turned out, none of the complications or hassles materialized and
several exhibitors suffered needless anxiety, although their good
preparation was certainly a factor in the smooth border formalities.

Thus ended the first Biennial Meeting of A .H.P .S .! Hopefully everyone
had a good time ; the Show was excellent - especially the Swiss exhibits;
the weather was very nice ; and yes, Toronto is a pretty expensive City for
visitors these days, but unfortunately your Local Committee that organized
the show wasn't able to do anything about that.

Hope to see you all in Denver in 1993!
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Dues Notices are Coming!
Richard T . Hall, Secretary

Be on the lookout in your incoming mail around the beginning of October.
Your dues notice for renewal of your AHPS membership for 1992 should
be arriving around that time. Your officers are happy to announce that the
dues for 1992 will remain the same as for 1991 - $15 for members in North
America and $20 ($25 for airmail) for those living overseas . Once again this
year there will be a discount to those members who pay their dues prior
to December 31, 1991. You will be able to deduct $2 .50 from the rates
quoted above.
As a new benefit for members who reside in the United Kingdom, we have
arranged to make it possible to pay from your own accounts in the UK in
pound sterling . Full details of this option will be included with the dues
statement.
Members in the Union of Swiss Philatelic Societies will also remain the
same -$30. Remember that this membership is an optional extra and
requires membership in the AHPS.
You might also want to consider becoming a Life Member of the AHPS.
For a one-time payment of $300 you can be assured of receiving Tell for
the rest of your life without having to worry about paying another annual
dues . For our. overseas members the Life Membership rates are $425 ($550
airmail .)
Look for your dues statement and please take advantage of the prompt
payment discount . It will save you money and your Treasurer and
Secretary a lot of trouble.

700 ANIVERSARIO DE LA FUNDACION
DE LA CONFEDERACION HELVETICA "

The mexican Postal Service celebrated
the 700 Swiss Anniversary with a special
postmark and a "programma"
announcing the postmark . Request cover
one for $4 and $12 for a copy of the
programma . Interested Members send
Check's in US funds to Alejandro
Grossmann, Apartado Postal 18-933
11800 Mexico D .F . Mexico

CANCELACION ESPECIAL
25 DE MAYO DE 1991



Bulgarian and Swiss
Graphics competition?
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